
Minutes of the meeting of Sevenoaks Camera Club 
Monday 19th October, 2015

The Bullfinch, Sevenoaks - 8pm 

1. Apologies for absence  : none

    Present : Whole committee : Trevor, Brian, Susan, Roger, Derek Medhurst,   
    Derek Griffin, Barbara, Robin, Roy, Lynda, Beverley.

2. The minutes from 2nd September were approved unanimously and signed by 
Trevor.  They will now be made available on the Club Website by Derek M.

   
a. Reports on judges have started successfully.  Derek has expertise on helping 

organisations to improve and he suggested using the form he redesigned rather 
than the one from the KCPA website.  All were agreed that a response should 
include both positive points as well as negative (if any) as Derek’s form provides.   
Brian will send Derek’s form to the KCPA, will report positively on Stephen 
Carroll and also ask KCPA whether they want feedback on the speakers listed 
in their handbook. Reporting on them would give an opportunity for KCPA to 
screen speakers as well as judges, and we have had both bad and good 
experiences which could be useful to other clubs.

    Members who are asked to respond to a judge on the night will not be given the 
    response form but just jot down comments on a piece of paper, which Brian will 
    collate onto the agreed form.  (e-mail sent to Alan Lomakin on 21st October.)

b. Parking works will start on 26th or 27th October and take about two weeks.  During 
that time parking spaces will be very limited, even more so because there are road 
works being undertaken in Hitchen Hatch lane by UK Power Networks, from 12th 
Oct to 18th November (see Roadworks.org).  SW has sent out a message to 
members and Trevor will remind them at the next meeting.  It may mean parking 
problems for the Tripartite Battle - we may need to reserve at least one space for 
Selsdon and one for Tandridge as well as for the judge, but the state of the 
Mencap Hall car park is uncertain, so this must be kept under review.  SW and 
Trevor will decide on any action for 16th at the meetings on 2nd and 9th Nov.

c.  Congratulations to club members for coming third in the Ross Cup this year, and
     to Roy for gaining a KCPA Merit award.  
    Congratulations to Robin for achieving his LRPS.
    The PAGB print competition is on Sunday 25th at Ellesmere Port.  Roy and Brian 
    will report back to the club on Monday 26th October.
    Good wishes to all the team who are going to support the club at the PAGB.    Roy  
    will get in touch with the Chronicle this week to ask them whether they 
    would include news of our participation in the event.  Roy can offer to supply 
    pictures and text.  (Gabriel Shepard editor of the Chronicle was mentioned.)
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3.  Simultaneous projection at the print competition :
     Simultaneous projection was very successful on 12th (First print competition), In 
     general it was very well received and the judge said most clubs use it.  Derek M.
     suggested that we could video straight from the print stand to the projector, but it 
     was agreed we should bed in the present method first.  
     Bill Manser’s screen is too big, so Robin will bring a smaller one on 30th Nov.
     The PDIs will always differ from the prints as the colour space for printing will be  
     different, and people do not always crop identically.  Derek Griffin wants people to   
     send in their PDIs at the 1600 x 1200 maximum pixel size and sRGB colour.
          
4.  Forward Planning for this year and next year’s programme :
     Barbara will contact Pat to check on the requirements for the evening with 
     Patricia on 23rd November.  It would be good for the Club to see the prints that 
     went to the PAGB competition, and Robin’s LRPS panel.
     (Pat would like an open session displaying several of her large prints and asking 
     for questions from the audience.  The second half of the evening will include the 
     PAGB prints.)
     News : Rob Bain who talked to us about using drones has now gained his ARPS 
     using his aerial photographs.

     Barbara will inform early arrivers, Trevor, Susan, Brian and Sheila of the 
     requirements that speakers have, as well as Derek G and Robin as they may 
     have to bring the projector or print stand, so the Hall can be set up correctly.

     The tripartite competition on 16th November will not have simultaneous 
     projection for prints, as PDIs of prints were not asked for from Selsdon and 
     Tandridge because the invitation was sent out well before our trial evening.  
     Roy proposes to have the PDI competition first, then tea and coffee and the 
     prints in part two.  Robin, Roy and Derek will run the competition as for club 
     competitions.  Beverley and Lynda have volunteered to do the teas 
     and coffees.  We may well have a dozen extra people and need the extra chairs 
     from the lobby cupboard.  Parking will be reviewed (see 2b).

5.  Annual Exhibition - review and plans for next year :
     The last exhibition had 80 prints rather than the previous year’s 101, it was 
     popular with visitors, but the exhibition cost the club money because of the 
     provision of wine and nibbles at the opening.  It was decided that people should 
     continue to be charged for print entries, and possibly for PDI entries as well 
     if we could arrange a PDI display.  More members produce PDIs than do prints 
     and Derek M suggested, as he has in previous years, that more members would 
     be involved if PDIs were included in the exhibition.  This is done by other clubs, 
     but since we only have people on duty at weekends we could probably only 
     display PDIs at weekends with a screen and laptop.
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    Robin was head of the Exhibition sub-committee last year, but found the 
    organisation of prints as much as he could manage.  He will do this 
    again next year but will hand over the PDI display and publicity to other sub-
    committee members.
    Robin advises that we should start the organisation of the exhibition in 
    January, and he suggests that 3 non-committee members might make up the 
    sub-committee for this year.  
    Lynda found shops helpful about displaying posters last year, but the Chronicle 
    charges a lot for a large advertisement, and prime places for banners also cost a 
    considerable sum per week, so either of these means of publicity were not  
    thought to be possible.
    Trevor will contact Duncan Brennan about dates for the exhibition, and will take 
    3 weeks if this is offered, as the marginal cost for extra time is nil.
    (e-mail sent - 20th Oct.  DB is nn longer in charge so Trevor will find out who is.)
    Discussion on extra publicity to raise our profile and possibly increase   
    membership: 
    The possibility of putting on an event called, ‘Get to Know your Camera’, or 
    something similar, at Sevenoaks Festival was mentioned.  (SW has proposed 
    this in the past but it was felt it would not fit in with the traditional programme).  
    Beverley suggested that we should have more workshop-style activities, and in
    this context the possibility of a pop-up shop - occupying an empty shop for an 
    event, probably a Saturday, was mentioned.  This could include ‘Get to know your 
    Camera” and other workshop-style activities as well as a display of Camera Club 
    work.  The possibility of using the Gallery at Sevenoaks Art Shop was also 
    mentioned and Derek G will ask them whether this might be a possibility.  
    If we were going to display our prints then it would need to be close to the 
    Exhibition time when we would have prints assembled.  If the event had a cost we 
    could ask Graham about support from the Arts Council.

6.  Next Year’s Programme - Barbara Coleyshaw.
     Barbara has booked Gavin Hoey for next season and also Tuan Nguyen, whose 
     impressive images can be seen at “lightreflex.co.uk”.  This will be a talk on, ‘My 
     Photographic Journey’, for a donation to the Pilgrim’s Hospice Fund.  The 
     committee agreed a sum of £50.  Barbara will find out about Dave Mason’s other 
     talks as his talk “I shoot people”, was popular .  She also enquired about Cherry 
     Larcombe’s talk about preparing for distinctions.  The committee were enthusiastic 
     about the first three, but less so about distinctions although people enjoyed her  
     talk on “Creative Flower Photography”.
     Barbara needed to know what budget she should work to for presenters?  
     A first working figure of £600 was suggested by the treasurer.  The matter of 
     finances was further discussed in the section on the budget, where the financial 
     and programme considerations were linked.
     There was agreement that it would be good to put in a Club Night / Social evening 
     on the second meeting of the season.
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     Beverley suggested that a. In her experience of doing a photographic event for 
     younger people, what they want is the chance to learn to use their cameras to 
     better effect.  We do not have cameras at the club so this makes it less attractive 
     to younger members.  b.  Although this has not been the traditional Club ethos, an    
     evening with small workshop groups learning about e.g. lighting for portraits, 
     infrared, and using our cameras, (as well as cutting mounts and using 
     photoshop,) might be well received, especially with some of our new members.  
     Beverley was assured that this had been done before and could be again, though  
     trying to get members to contribute was not always easy (as Mike Foster would 
     attest, as he used to organise this.)
  
     There was agreement that more evenings with talks or expertise given by 
     members would be good.  Some Club Nights could be workshops, and we could 
     have more of these if people would contribute.  
     The suggestion of a Camera Event in a pop-up shop or similar venue (it would 
     have to be not too expensive) was another suggestion for adding camera 
     workshops to our repertoire.   
     We will follow up on discussion of the Programme at the next meeting.

7. Discussion of future finances using Roger’s alternatives.
    Roger was asked at last AGM to present alternatives for raising the funds to 
    replace the projector, or undertake any larger than usual expenditure, when this is 
    next necessary.  That is, whether the Club Finances could be sufficient to save 
    towards such replacement, or whether it will always need a grant application.
    Roger produced a very comprehensive list of possibilities for the committee to 
    discuss.
    His summary was that 60% of Club income is spent on essentials.  The Hall only 
    costs £30 a night and our enquiries have indicated that we are unlikely to find 
    anything as cheap, though we will keep our ears open, especially because of the 
    parking problem.  The insurance is cheap through the KCPA, and administrative 
    costs are kept to a minimum, so we have little room for manoever. 
    We could increase membership, but the size of the hall is a limiting factor.
    We could charge for entry when we have more expensive speakers, but this might 
    lead to picking and choosing evenings to attend and spoil the friendly social 
    atmosphere we have worked hard to produce.
    We could have fewer speakers, get more contributions from members and have 
    workshop evenings where cameras are brought along e.g. “Know your Camera”.
    Roy agreed to set up a Sevenoaks Camera Club Facebook page to encourage 
    discussion between members.  It could be used to ask whether there is anything 
    members would like to learn about.  This was positively received, though with 
    some doubts about the ease of getting members to contribute. 
    (Roy has set this up, -  it is a private group for Sevenoaks Camera Club members    
    only.  Beverley has added links to Sevenoaks facebook pages).  We will evaluate 
    this and see whether it could be used instead of Flickr, which has proved difficult to 
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    join in some cases.  Roy would like to increase interest and perhaps have prizes 
    for the most ‘liked’ photo of the month.   
    We could have small special interest groups that people would pay an extra 
    amount to join.  They could be small enough to meet in people’s houses.  A 
    possible example was a Mono Group.  This suggestion aroused considerable 
    interest.  Roy and Roger will see whether any Clubs’ Treasurers have any 
    good ideas.   We could also of course raise subscriptions, but this has to be very 
    carefully done as we don’t want to lose members.
    These suggestions, linked as they are to the programme, and to possible 
    photographic events to be run by the club, will need to be returned to for 
    more discussion.  Google group discussion before another meeting would 
    be a good way forward.

8.  A.O.B.
    Trevor has re-designed the certificates for competitions which were approved by 
    the committee.  Derek Griffin was thanked for remastering the club logo to make it 
    more scaleable.  Derek Medhurst will circulate it to Susan, Trevor and Brian.
    (Done : 24th October)

    Trevor will try to run two raffles a month with only one £10 prize a time as a 
    contribution to the finances.

    Lynda says the most asked question by new members was whether they could 
    make an on-line payment.  Roger has said in the past that this cannot be 
    arranged, but since cheque books are getting rare, perhaps this could be re-visited 
    with Barclays.

    Thanks were expressed to Roger for his comprehensive and well-thought 
     out financial summary.

The meeting closed at 10.20pm

A next meeting was not arranged

Signed :  Trevor Coley                                                    Date :
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For the Committee only :

Summary of Financial Action Discussion so far :

Reduce cost of presenters by reducing the number of presentations: Yes 

Involves increasing club-nights including home-produced activities such as 
workshops.  (Will people contribute?)

Subscription-based sub-groups: Yes 

Could the sub-groups take charge of a workshop / talk club night?

Payments for attending Club meetings: No

This is the equivalent of increasing subscriptions by a large amount, with the 
disadvantage of deterring attendance and picking and choosing - reducing the 
friendly atmosphere we have worked so hard for.

Publicising our programme: Yes. 
This needs some organisation re publicity - are we aiming for new members or to 
charge visitors for particularly expensive speakers?

Charging for visitors : not decided - though possible for good speakers we have the 
Hall capacity and parking problem.

Increase frequency of raffles and have only one prize of £10: Yes
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